SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN DAY

Friday, October 28, 2011

Bowdoin College
At the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises the College gathers to recognize its highest-ranking scholars and to hear speeches by an outstanding student and a highly recognized practitioner in one of the liberal arts disciplines.

The recognition of James Bowdoin Scholars was begun in 1941 to honor those undergraduates who distinguish themselves by excellence in scholarship and to commemorate the Honorable James Bowdoin III (1752–1811), first patron of the College. James Bowdoin III, who asked that the College be named after his father, was an agriculturalist, an art and book collector, and a diplomat who served as Thomas Jefferson’s minister plenipotentiary to Spain from 1804 to 1808.

In 1997, by faculty vote, the College determined that both the commemorative day and the distinction as scholar be changed so as to recognize both Sarah and James Bowdoin. Sarah and James Bowdoin were married from 1780 until his death in 1811. Like her husband, Sarah Bowdoin gave many gifts to the College, including most of the Bowdoin family portraits, which were bequeathed to the College upon her death.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

PROCESSIONAL
Festival Procession
Richard Strauss
Arranged by Douglas Wagner
Bowdoin College Concert Band

WELCOME
BARRY MILLS, President of the College

ADDRESS
“What History Is—and What It Is Not”
CAROL R. BERKIN
Presidential Professor of American Colonial
and Revolutionary History, Baruch College

RECOGNITION OF SCHOLARS
Almon Goodwin Prize
Phi Beta Kappa
Book Awards
Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars

STUDENT ADDRESS
“To End Our Parades: What Tietjens Can Teach Us”
SAMUEL HOLLINGSWORTH HANSON ’11

SINGING OF THE ALMA MATER*
“Raise Songs to Bowdoin”
Music by C. T. Burnett
Original lyrics by K. C. M. Sills
Revised by Anthony Antolini ’63
Adapted by John P. Morneau
Edited by Zachary Levin ’09
Bowdoin College Concert Band

*The audience is asked to stand during the Processional and Recessional
and to stand and join in singing “Raise Songs to Bowdoin.”
The words are on the back of this program.
RECESSIONAL

Slava
Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov
Arranged by Douglas Wagner
Bowdoin College Concert Band

BOWDOIN COLLEGE CONCERT BAND
John P. Morneau, Director

Piccolo
Alicia Gamow (C)

Tenor Saxophone
Julia MacDonald ’13

Euphonium
Ignatia Chen ’13
Sally Stevens ’84

Flute
Nathan Ricke ’14
Alexandra Lynds ’15
David Collier (C)

Baritone Saxophone
Glen Sargent (C)

Tuba
Kathryn Edney (C)
Ernie Sanborn (C)

Oboe
Kristen Fox (C)

Trumpet
Luoqian Peng ’13
Gerry Flanagan (C)
Allen Graffam (C)
Thomas Reed ’15
David Walker (C)

Percussion
Hannah Cyrus ’12
Colleen Maher ’12
Helen Midney ’12
Ziqi Li ’15
Greg Stasiw ’15
Yu Zhao ’15
Jake Daly ’09 (S)
Leon Harkleroad (F)
Ben Mackey (S)

Bassoon
Sophia Peaslee ’13
Angela Capps (C)

Horn
Loren Fields (C)
Cynthia Harkleroad (C)
Margie Landis (C)
Dawne-Marie Powers (C)

(B) Community Member
(F) Faculty Member
(S) Staff Member

Clarinet
Catherine Johnston ’12
Victoria Rea-Wilson ’14
Pamela Morneau (C)
Ray Libby (C)

Bass Clarinet
Dijoia Darden ’12

Tenor Saxophone
Julia MacDonald ’13

Trumpet
Luoqian Peng ’13
Gerry Flanagan (C)
Allen Graffam (C)
Thomas Reed ’15
David Walker (C)

Horn
Loren Fields (C)
Cynthia Harkleroad (C)
Margie Landis (C)
Dawne-Marie Powers (C)

Trombone
Laurel Curtis ’14
William Shi ’15
Jeff Ertman (C)

Alto Saxophone
Brittany Johnson ’12
Patrick Kamieneski ’15

Please attend the reception for faculty, students, and families immediately following the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises in Morrell Lounge, David Saul Smith Union.
ALMON GOODWIN PRIZE
Kathryn Skyler Walley

PHI BETA KAPPA
From the Class of 2012

John McBride Bunke
Tarara Faith Deane-Krantz
Hannah Butler DeBlois
Amanda Dorea Gartside
Malachi McLaughlin Graham
Mikel John McCavana

Anirudh Sreekrishnan
Brittany Renee Strohm
Caroline Rogers Tory
Kathryn Skyler Walley
Alexander Henry Williams

BOOK AWARD WINNERS
A book bearing a replica of the early College bookplate that distinguishes the James Bowdoin Collection in the library is presented to every undergraduate who has carried a full course program and has received a grade point average of 4.0 in his or her courses during the last academic year.

Class of 2012

John McBride Bunke*
Zhenghao Cui
Lindsey Marie Horowitz
Ponchhali Kaeawsapsak
Richard D. C. Nerland

Arseniy Sheydvasser
Alisha Jannel Turak*
Kathryn Skyler Walley*
Alexander Henry Williams

Class of 2013

Maxwell Joseph Brandstadt
Rebecca Muriel Centanni
Daniel Henry Ertis
Katherine Bevier Kinkel
Sarah Butler Levin

Danica Jade Loucks
Nathan Louis Meyers
Luoqian Peng*
Marcus Alexander Schneider

Class of 2014

Xiang Li
Megan Gina Massa

Ellis Marshal Ratner
Michelle Ivy Wiener

*Two-time Book Award winner.
SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN SCHOLARS, 2010–2011

STUDENT MARSHAL
Kathryn Skyler Walley

CLASS OF 2011
Anthony Daniel Colabella
Samuel Hollingsworth Hanson
Rachel Marie Ibarra

CLASS OF 2012
John McBride Bunke
Zachary Meyer Bush
Elizabeth McEachern Clegg
Kaitlin Marie Clifford
Calli Ann Coffee
Amy Elizabeth Collier
Craig Alexander Comen
Alexander Weston Conant
Lucia Morgan Cowles
Zhenghao Cui
Hannah Butler DeBlois
Lucy Pratt Evans
Alexandra Leigh Fahey
Allen Fauntleroy Garner
Amanda Dorea Gartside
William Frederick Moses Holland
Lindsey Marie Horowitz
Benjamin Kevin Johnson
Douglas Newton Johnston
Pornchai Kaewsapsak
Tanu Kumar
Michelle Miriam Lawson
Wyatt Alexander Littles
Scott Alden Longwell
Dominique Dolores Lozzi
Alexander Zachery Lucyk
Samuel Thomas Martin
Alain Paul Mathieu
Sean Patrick McElroy
Nathan Everett Mecray
Blake Erin Morris
Richard D. C. Nerland
Georgia Mary–Anne Nowers
Avinash Anant Patel
Noah McClellan Perwin

Lily Bo Shapiro
Stephen Andrew Doherty Shennan
Arseniy Sheydvasser
Emily Anne Shoemaker
Anirudh Sreekrishnan
Benjamin Heifetz Stein
Brittany Renee Strohm
Brian Joon Yung Sung
Abishag Suresh
Alisha Jannel Turak
Kathryn Skyler Walley
Alexander Henry Williams
Valerie Anne Wirtzschafter
Kathryn Suzanne Woo
Samuel Richard York

CLASS OF 2013
Aaron John Allen
Sophie Kate Alpert
Phoebe Gabrielle Aron
Katherine Britt Ashby
Emily Margaret Ausubel
Michael Francis Ben–Zvi
Julia Karen Bensimon
David Nathan Bernstein
Ketura Corinne Berry
Jacob Aaron Blum
Willem Reeves Bogardus
Simon Gabriel Bordwin
Charles McGowan Boyle
Maxwell Joseph Brandstadt
Samuel Slater Carley
Althea Rose Cavanaugh
Rebecca Muriel Centanni
Maria Teresa Chardiet
Anna Lindsey Chase
Daniela Melffi Chediak
Theodore James Clark
Quinn Rae Cohane
Yonatan Ariel Cooper
James Lee Crimp
Emma MacKinnon Cutler
Sara Eileen Davenport
William James Dawson V
Joseph Stanley Durgin
Kailana Emery Durnan
Alexander Christian Edison
Matthew Charles Eiss
Daniel Henry Ertis
Samuel Spotswood Feldman
Katherine Cabot Fitch
Alexandra Claire Fradin
Jordan Anthony Francke
Michael Joos Gale
Noah James Glennon
Nicholas Julian Goldin
Leah Buckwalter Greenberg
Victoria Toy–Len Guen
Melody D. Haehm
Michael David Hannaman
Melissa West Haskell
Grace Rollins Hodge
Ryan Patrick Holmes
John Tanner Horst
Luting Huang
Zina Alden Huxley–Reicher
Judah Irving Isseroff
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Francis Hogan Joyce
Peyton Nagle Kelley
Katherine Bevier Kinkel
Linda Esther Kinstler
Andrew Sloane Klegman
Grace Blau Klein
Emily Bride Koenig
Michael Cote Lachance
Luke Arthur Lamar
Sarah Butler Levin
Rachel Furo Lopkin
Danica Jade Loucks
Christopher Williams Mahoney
Elizabeth Catherine Mamantov
Carolyn Doo Mayer
Danielle Rae McAvoy
Tristan Jakob McCormick

Nathan Louis Meyers
Nicole Lauren Michaelis
RaiNesha L. Miller
John Michael Mortelliti
Mai–Anh Nguyen
David James Nurse
Anna Simone Nussbaum
William Alexander Page
Luoqian Peng
Tippapha Pisithkul
Molly Campbell Porcher
Benjamin Weinstein Richmond
Kaitlyn Jean Sansone
Marcus Alexander Schneider
Noelle Abbott Schoettle
Connor Joseph Shannon
Devon Bresler Shapiro
Tyler Fredrik Silver
Mae Rose Speight
Matthew Ross Spring
Erin Jessica St. Peter
Asher Mason Stamey
Katherine Tian Tian
Parker William Towle
Van Nhat Tra
Hugo Tran
Sheela Phansalkar Turbek
Oliver Thomas Van Zant
Eliza Moss Warren–Shriner
Helen Elizabeth White
Ismael Juan Xique
Judy Fu Chwen Yang
Sharif Munther Younes
Benjamin Drew Ziomek

CLASS OF 2014

Cameron David Adams
Maura Claire Allen
Kyra Markel Babakian
Caroline Elizabeth Bartlett
Charlotte Elizabeth Beach
Erica Jane Berry
Caroline Elizabeth Blake
Monica Ann Bouyea
Cullen Joseph Brownson
Margaret McBride Bunke
Samuel Bernard Burnim
John Butterworth III
Emily Frances Carr  
Nicholas Alexander Cast  
Catherine Margaret Chang  
Emmeline Rose Danforth  
Peter Jordan Davids  
Kimberly Anne Dempsey  
Alex Kirk Doering  
Graham Harper Edwards  
Mollie Sarah Henni Friedlander  
Noah Veis Gavil  
Haley Heller Gewandter  
Jordan Robert Goldberg  
Karina Ann Graeter  
Christopher James Gravellese  
Paige Elizabeth Grubb  
William Griffiths III  
Lonnie Michael Hackett  
Katherine Elizabeth Harmon  
Lily Fenn Harriman  
Raymond Robert Harrison III  
Jonathan Avi Held  
Devon Alan Hersch  
Soichi Hirokawa  
Dana Lerea Hopkins  
Graham Johnson Hotchkiss  
Marcus Mansour Karim  
Marble Njeri Karuu  
Kate Lauretta Kearns  
Thomas Herbert Keefe  
Kiersten Anne King  
Imelda Choiling Ko  
Diana Fung Shing Lee  
Edith Damaris Leghorn  
Xiang Li  
Lindsey Anne MacLeod  
Michaela Roberta Martin  
Megan Gina Massa  
Brendan William McDermott  
Jennifer Louise McMorrow  
Kaitlynn Barbara Miller  
Amanda Nicole Minoff  
Marta Misiulaityte  
Caroline Peabody Moore  
Emily Jeanne Murray  
Takahiro Ignacio Nakamura  
Sarah Kolokhorst Nelson  
Helen Elizabeth Newton  
Thao Thanh Nguyen  
Viet Ha Nguyen  
Tobias Joseph Nicholson  
Danielle Sarah Orchant  
Elizabeth Ann Owens  
Daniel Alexander Palken  
Yimin Peng  
Julia Elizabeth Piper  
Sunjay Alexander Priyadarshan  
Emily Farrar Quirk  
Nicholas Michael Raffone  
EllisMarshal Ratner  
Aiden Reis  
Mark Joseph Richter  
Nathan Darrell Ricke  
Molly Atkinson Ridley  
Madeleina Sophia Rizzo  
Natalija Patricia Rosculet  
Joseph Gregory Rosen  
Marissa Corinne Rosenthal  
Olivia Paige Rotenberg  
John Phillip Sapienza  
Lauren Louise Schroeder  
Samuel Joseph Silverman  
Waracharee Srifa  
Gregory Brown Talpey  
John Duncan Taylor  
Alexander Jeffrey Tougas  
Jonathan Andrew Toy  
Samuel George Turner  
John Robert Visentin  
Lucy E. L. Walker  
Samuel Jason Webrauch  
Georgina Claire Whitaker  
Michelle Ivy Wiener  
Gretchen Righter Williams  
Dehao Zheng  
Aubrey Elizabeth Zott
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP AND DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES

Dorothy Haythorn Collins Award
Benjamin Heifetz Stein ’12

Abraxas Award: The Brearley School
Haley Gewandter ’14, Yimin Peng ’14

ART

Art History Junior-Year Prize
Zoe Lescaze ’12

These prizes, established by a donor who wished to remain anonymous, are given respectively to graduating seniors and to juniors who have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history.

BIOCHEMISTRY

John L. Howland Book Award in Biochemistry
Heather Margaret Kinnear ’12

The John L. Howland Book Award in Biochemistry is given each year to a student who has achieved academic and general excellence in the biochemistry program at the end of the junior year. The award is in honor of John L. Howland, a member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1963 to 2002 and the Josiah Little Professor of Natural Sciences and professor of biology and biochemistry, who founded the Biochemistry Program at Bowdoin in 1971.

ACADEMIC AND DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES

CHEMISTRY

ACS Award in Analytical Chemistry
Daniel Alan Polasky ’12

This prize, given by the American Chemical Society, is awarded to a sophomore or junior in recognition of outstanding work in chemistry.

ACS Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Porchhai Kaewsapsak ’12

This prize, given by the American Chemical Society, is awarded to a junior in recognition of outstanding work in inorganic chemistry.

Hypercube Award
Chelsea Alexandra Connolly ’12

This award acknowledges promising undergraduates who are going on to research or teaching careers in chemistry.

Samuel Kamerling Laboratory Award
Katherine Britt Ashby ’13

This award is given to one or more students for truly exceptional work in Organic Chemistry 225–226.

Philip Weston Meserve Prize in Chemistry
Jonathan Michael Ryss ’12

This prize recognizes the excellent work of a junior who shows promise for the future.
U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Freshman Award  
Xiang Li ’14, Gregory Brown Talpey ’14  
This award is given to first-year students for superior academic work in chemistry.

U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Laboratory Award  
Kimberly Anne Dempsey ’14, Natalja Patricia Rosculet ’14  
This award is given to first-year students for outstanding quality of laboratory work in chemistry.

CLASSICS

J. B. Sewall Greek Prize  
Jacqueline Grace Ruberti ’13  
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Greek.

J. B. Sewall Latin Prize  
Luke Arthur Lamar ’13  
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Latin.

EARTH AND OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCE

Earth and Oceanographic Science Book Award  
Caroline Peabody Moore ’14  
This award is given annually to one first- or second-year student from each of the introductory earth and oceanographic science courses for exceptional class performance, including creative contributions to the class project.

ECONOMICS

Paul H. Douglas Prize  
Richard D. C. Nerland ’12, Benjamin Heifetz Stein ’12, Alisha Jannel Turak ’12  
This prize recognizes juniors who show outstanding promise in scholarship in economics. The prize is named for Paul H. Douglas of the Class of 1913, a respected labor economist and United States senator.

ENGLISH

Academy of American Poets Prize  
Ricardo Zarate Jr. ’13  
This national prize is awarded by the Academy of American Poets for best poems or groups of poems.

Poetry Prize  
Hannah Lee Cyrus ’12  
This prize is awarded for the best poem written by an undergraduate.

David Sewall Premium  
Erica Jane Berry ’14, Emily Rose Powers ’14  
This prize is awarded to a member of the first-year class for excellence in English composition.

Mary B. Sinkinson Short Story Prize  
Samuel Hollingsworth Hanson ’11  
This prize, established by John Judson Sinkinson of the Class of 1902 in memory of his wife, Mary Burnett Sinkinson, is awarded each year for the best short story written by a member of the junior or senior class.

Bertram Louis Smith Jr. Prize  
Hannah Lee Cyrus ’12  
This prize was established by his father in memory of Bertram Louis Smith Jr. of the Class of 1903 to encourage excellence of work in English literature, and is awarded by the department to a member of the junior class who has completed two years’ work in English literature.

GERMAN

Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German  
Zackary Wells Suhr ’14  
The Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German was established by Jasper J. Stahl 1909, Litt.D. 1960, and others as a living memorial to the men and women from the valley of the Rhine who in the eighteenth century founded the first German settlement in Maine at Broad Bay, now Waldoboro. The prize is awarded to students who have profited especially from their instruction in German.
**MATHEMATICS**

**Smyth Mathematical Prize**
Joseph Stanley Durgin '13, Arseniy Shevydasser '12

Established by Henry Jewett Furber 1861 in honor of Professor William Smyth, this prize is awarded to the student in the sophomore class who obtains the highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. Recipients are selected at the end of their sophomore year and continue to receive the awards as juniors and seniors.

**PHYSICS**

**Edwin Herbert Hall Prize in Physics**
Alexander Christian Edison '13

The annual income of this fund, named in honor of Edwin Herbert Hall 1875, A.M. 1878, LL.D. 1905, the discoverer of the Hall effect, is awarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field of physics.

**ROMANCE LANGUAGES**

**Eaton Leith French Prize**
Ryan Douglas Larochelle '13, Renee Marie Symonds '13

Established by James M. Fawcett III of the Class of 1958 in honor of Eaton Leith, professor of Romance languages, this prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore or junior class who, by proficiency and scholarship, achieves outstanding results in the study of French literature.

**Dante Prize in Italian**
Michael David Hannaman '13, Madeleine Ruth Pinne '14

This prize is awarded to the student who writes the best essay on Dante or Italian literature.

**Sophomore Prize in Spanish**
Sheela Phansalkar Turbek '13

This prize is awarded each year to the most promising sophomore who has declared a major in Spanish.

**RUSSIAN**

**Russian Prize**
Uchechi Nkeiruka Esonu '13

This prize, established in 2002 by Jane Knox-Voina, professor of Russian, is awarded to a student who has achieved distinction as a Russian or Eurasian and East European studies major.

**THEATER AND DANCE**

**Masque and Gown Student-Written One-Act Play Prize—Best Playwright**
David Edward Shuck '12

Prizes are awarded annually for excellence in various Masque and Gown activities, including playwriting, directing, and acting.

**George H. Quinby Award**
Dana Lerea Hopkins '14, Cynthia Leigh Cammarn '14

Established in honor of “Pat” Quinby, for thirty–one years director of dramatics at Bowdoin College, by his former students and friends in Masque and Gown, this award is presented annually to one or more first–year members of Masque and Gown who make outstanding contributions through interest and participation in Masque and Gown productions.
NATIONAL AWARDS

Beinecke Scholarship
Sean Patrick McElroy ’12

Davis Project: 100 Projects for Peace Grant
Mariya Ilyas ’13

Barry M. Goldwater Fellowship
Alexander Henry Williams ’12

Udall Scholarship
Andrew Hollis Cushing ’12, Teona Mercedes Williams ’12

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARDS*

Beckman Scholarship
Scott Alden Longwell ’12, Alexander Henry Williams ’12

James Stacy Coles Summer Research Fellowship in Chemistry and Biochemistry
Juan Salvador Del Toro ’13, Hassan David Rone ’13, Samuel Clinton Steward ’12, Taylor Vozniak ’12

James Stacy Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Michelle Miriam Lawson ’12

Martha Reed Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Sean Patrick McElroy ’12

Community Matters in Maine Summer Fellowship
Manuela Kristi Ekowo ’13, Kayte Lynn Holtz ’13, Lindsey Marie Horowitz ’12, Megumi Rou-Ye Ishizuka ’12, Emma Wells James ’13, Amar J. Patel ’13, Jordan Lindsey Payne ’12, Jennifer Lynn Wenz ’12

Henry L. and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation Coastal Studies Research Award
Amy Marie Anderson ’12, Anna Lindsey Chase ’13, Katherine Jane Guttenplan ’12, Gina Lynn Lonati ’12, Tamara Rachele Perreault ’12, Matthew John Ramos ’12, Jacob Thomas Shorty ’12, Anirudh Sreekrishnan ’12

Faculty Research Grant Fellowship
Kailley Elizabeth Bennett ’14, Jae Brian Bradley ’13, Hallie Anne Carol ’14, Jane Frances Carpenter ’13, Daniel John Chin ’12, Stephan Boris Danylyk ’14, Dijoia Brit’ny Darden ’12, Melissa Beth DeLaTorre ’14, Macgill James Eldredge ’12, Onyinyechi Kelechukwu Esonu ’12, Amanda Dorea Gartside ’12, Edward J. K. Googins ’13, Felicity Blue Hills ’13, Richard Andres Hopkins ’13, Catherine Kelley Johnston ’12, Harry Adam Kalodner ’14, Michele Bartlett Kaufman ’13, Zoe Lescaze ’12, Daniel Isaac Lipkowitz ’14, Danica Jade Loucks ’13, Daniel Henry Lowinger ’12, Tippapha Pisithkul ’13, Ellis Marshal Ratner ’14, Waracheree Srifa ’14, Alex Charles Takata ’12, Brittany-Renee LeahAnn Vernon ’14, Danielle Anna Willey ’12, Judy Fu Chwen Yang ’13

Friedman Summer Research Fellowship in Coastal/Environmental Studies
Allison Marie Dupont ’12

Friedman Summer Research Fellowship in Computer Science
Octavian Mihai Neamtu ’12

Gibbons Summer Research Internship
Stephanie Craig Bond ’13, John Nicola Bruno ’13, David Allen Dietz ’14, Brian Wood Jacobel ’14, Atilano Rodriguez ’12, Leah Yen Wang ’12, Madison Catherine Whitley ’13, Joshua Bestor Zalinger ’13
Global Citizens Grant
Elena Suzanne Crosley ’13, Macy Galvan ’13, Benjamin Weinstein Richmond ’13, Nina Scheepers ’14, Abishag Suresh ’12

Robert S. Goodfriend Summer Internship
Branden Roberts Asemah ’12, Jordan Alexander Villars ’12, Antonio Monte Watson ’12

Peter J. Grua and Mary G. O’Connell Faculty/Student Research Award
Uchechi Nkeiruka Esonu ’13, Ruiqi Tang ’13

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowship
Emery Clayton Ahoua ’14, Maren Elise Askins ’12, Julia Morris Bender ’13, Zara Simons Bowden ’13, Althea Rose Cavanaugh ’13, Adam Michael Childs ’14, Sara Eileen Davenport ’13, Kathryn Lauren Deneroff ’12, Alexandra Leigh Fahey ’12, Emily Jihae Kim ’12, Imelda Choiling Ko ’14, Hyunjoo Lee ’14, Phuong Dinh Lam Mac ’14, Katherine Sarvis McNeil ’12, Jasmine Elizabeth Mikami ’12, Adam Louis Mortimer ’12, Peter Severn Moulton Murphy ’12, Anita Louise Shah ’14, William Charles Stafstrom ’12, Jennifer Elaine Stauffer ’14, Caitlin Joyce Stratton ’13, Renee Marie Symonds ’13, Elizabeth Edmondston Tarr ’12, Andre Troy Walcott ’12, Daniel Yuan ’12

IDeA Network of Biomedical Research Excellence (INBRE) Summer Fellowship
Stephen Henry Bayer ’12, Patrick Kenmure Breen ’13, Calli Ann Coffee ’12, Sienna Chung Kurland ’12, Hana Elisabeth Littleford ’12, John Michael Mortelliti ’13, Christina Rose Pindar ’12, Brett Edward Stein ’12, Katherine Tian Tian ’13

Kappa Psi Upsilon Environmental Studies Fellowship
Alexander Wittman Casbara ’12, Charles Mackey Cubeta ’13, Michael Cote Lachance ’13, Christopher Woods Mawhinney ’12, Tyler Gregory Patton ’12, Daniel John Peckham ’12, Sheela Phansalkar Turbek ’13

Kent Island Summer Fellowship
Annabel Clair Boeke ’12, Claire Francis Ellwanger ’12, Julia Erin Fiske ’12, Benjamin Reid Livingston ’13, Rebecca Elena Perez ’12, Kevin Wu ’14

Kibbe Science Fellowship
Kaitlin Marie Clifford ’12, Brittany Renee Strohm ’12

Richard B. ’62 and Sabra Ladd Government Internship
Brian Joon Yung Sung ’12

Latin American Studies Research Grant
Annabel Clair Boeke ’12, Elijah Janka Garrard ’12, Laura Ann Till ’12

Littlefield Summer Fellowship
Zhenghao Cui ’12, Katherine Suzanne Rawden ’12

Clare Boothe Luce Research Fellowship
Phoebe Gabrielle Aron ’13, Emma MacKinnon Cutler ’13, Nicole Danielle Erkis ’12, Elizabeth Catherine Mamantov ’13, Danielle Rae McAvoy ’13, Helen Elizabeth White ’13

Maine Space Grant Consortium Fellowship
McKee Photography Grant
Albert Joshua Gutierrez ’13, Zoe Lescaze ’12

Thomas A. McKinley ’06 Grant
Hanna Kristine Flaten ’13,
Shanthi Naidu Purushotham ’12

Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship
Shazeda Irene Ahmed ’12, Daniel John
Chin ’12, Uchechi Nkeiruka Esonu ’13,
Terrancia Akirra Holmes ’13, Kristopher
Anthony Klein ’12, Hannah Nadezda
Lorastein ’13, Raineisha L. Miller ’13, Nadja
Camille Shaw ’12, Sarah Helena Siwak ’13,
Teona Mercedes Williams ’12

Merck/American Association for the
Advancement of Science Grant
Amie Jayne Corso ’12, Linna Gao ’12, Jessica
Roselani Kohn ’13, Martin Riker Wikoff ’12

Nikuradse-Matthews Summer Public Interest
Fellowship
Emily Welsh Barr ’12

Nyhus Travel Grant
Annabel Clair Boeke ’12,
Teona Mercedes Williams ’12

Paller Research Fellowship
Celeste Arden Swain ’12

Ellen M. and Herbert M. Patterson Research
Fellowship
Katherine Bevier Kinkel ’13

Physics Department Fellowship
Noah Alexander Kent ’12

Preston Public Interest Career Fund Summer
Fellowship
Anna Helena Ackerman ’12, Christine
Constance Buckland ’12, Molly Rose
Farquhar ’14, Katherine Rose Foley ’13,
Ariye Michaela Krassner ’14, Tristan Jakob
McCormick ’13, Rachel Suzanne Sege ’14,
Lydia Gail Singerman ’13, Erica Lee Swan ’13,
Laura Ann Till ’12, Filiberto Vargas Jr. ’14,
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner ’13, Christiana
Prescott Whitcomb ’14

Roberts Summer Research Fellowship
Audrey Blanche Bergeron ’12

Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowship
Elisabeth Hill Carter ’13, La’Shaye A.
Ervin ’12, Rachel Elizabeth McDonald ’12,
Colin Brooks Ogilvie ’12

Scholarship for Summer Study in Dance
Natalie Nukhet Johnson ’13

Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research
Fellowship
Anthony Daniel Colabella ’11, Craig
Alexander Comen ’12, Chelsea Alexandra
Connon ’12, Lucia Morgan Cowles ’12,
Elijah Janka Garrard ’12, John Henry
Hoagland ’12, Brittnay Mae Johnson ’12,
Pornchai Kaewsapsak ’12, Laura Weinman
Kerry ’12, Heather Margaret Kinnear ’12,
Elliott Jordan Munn ’12, Daniel Alan
Polasky ’12, Jonathan Michael Ryss ’12,
Stephen Andrew Doherty Shennan ’12,
Michelle Leigh Wells ’12

Nellie C. Watterson Fellowship in the Creative
and Performing Arts
Elida Beaumont Heuck ’13

*As of May 20, 2011

EXTRACURRICULAR AWARDS

General R. H. Dunlap Prize
Alexander Henry Williams ’12

Bowdoin Orient Prize
Claire Elizabeth Aasen ’14, Erica Jane
Berry ’14, Molly Shannon Burke ’13, Theodore
James Clark ’13, Alexandra Lila Pigott ’14,
Aaron Bernard Wolf ’12
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup
Mariya Ilyas ’13

Student Employee of the Year
Danica Jade Loucks ’13

ATHLETIC AWARDS

Outstanding First-Year Female Student Athlete
Olivia Rose King ’14

Outstanding First-Year Male Student Athlete
Benjamin Kazanjian Brewster ’14, Christian Edmund Martin ’14

Paul Nixon Basketball Trophy
William Joseph Hanley ’12

Women’s Basketball Best Defense Award
Amy Katherine Hackett ’12

Women’s Basketball Most Improved Award
Kaitlin Christine Donahoe ’13

Wallace C. Philoon Football Trophy
Timothy Pius Wickstrom Jr. ’14

Seventh Player Award (Ice Hockey)
Alexandra Leigh Fahey ’12

Women’s Ice Hockey Founder’s Award
Kaye Lynn Holtz ’13

Paul Tiemer Men’s Lacrosse Trophy
Patrick Christopher Lawlor ’13, Keegan Cook Mehlhorn ’12

Polar Bear Award for Best Female Skier
KAITLYNN BARBARA MILLER ’14

Polar Bear Award for Best Male Skier
SPENCER ALLEN EUSDEN ’12

Charlie Hews Spirit Award (Rugby)
ALLISON MARIE DUPONT ’12

Barry Honan Spirit Award (Rugby)
KATHLEEN GRACE MATHEWS ’12

Most Improved Rugby Player
BACK: HELEN ELIZABETH WHITE ’13; FORWARD: LYNN ELIZABETH FREEDMAN ’13

Outstanding First-Year Rugby Player
BACK: ZARA SIMONS BOWDEN ’13; FORWARD: ANISSA LYNN TANKSLEY ’14

The Bicknell Award (Soccer)
ELLERY ELIZABETH GOULD ’12

Reid Squash Trophy
BONNIE CAO ’13, MICHAELA ROBERTA MARTIN ’14, BARRETT ANTHONY TAKESIAN ’12

Most Valuable Squash Player Award
BARRETT ANTHONY TAKESIAN ’12

Spirit Award (Squash)
LOUISA VAN ARSDALE CANNELL ’13, ANDREW JAMES HILBOLDT ’13

Bowdoin Tennis Most Improved Award
SAMUEL CONNOR KING ’14

Leslie A. Claff Track Trophy
MATTHEW WILLIAM HILLARD ’12

Coach’s Award (Volleyball)
GINA LYNN LONATI ’12

Offensive Volleyball Player of the Year
KRYSTIN JOYCE HANCZOR ’12

Most Improved Volleyball Player
HILLARY CEDERNA ’13
RAISE SONGS TO BOWDOIN

Words by K. C. M. Sills, Class of 1901
New Lyrics by Anthony Antolini ’63
Music by C. T. Burnett
Arranged by Thornton W. Allen

Raise songs to Bowdoin, praise her fame,
And sound abroad her glorious name;
To Bowdoin, Bowdoin lift your song,
And may the music echo long
O’er whispering pines and campus fair
With sturdy might filling the air.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.

While now amid thy halls we stay
And breathe thy spirit day by day,
Oh may we thus full worthy be
To march in that proud company
Of poets, leaders and each one
Who brings thee fame by deeds well done.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.